
Notes on Sub-Fossil Bird Remains* 
By GILBERT ARCHEY, Director. 

(a) Moa Eggs from Doubtless Bay. 

Complete, or nearly complete, moa eggs are so rare.that any 
new discovery calls for a record of locality, mode of occurrence, 
dimensions and other particulars which might indicate the 
species to which the egg belonged. 

The two eggs which form the subject of this note were dis¬ 
covered as far back as 1900 in the sand-dune area which extends 
inland for some chains from the beach of Doubtless Bay, North 
Auckland. 

The finder was Mr. L. J. Matthews of Mangonui, who for 
over thirty years preserved, not only the specimens themselves, 
but also a discreet silence as to his discovery. Last March the 
Assistant Director, Mr. L. T. Griffin, was visiting Mangonui and 
was shown the eggs by Mr. Matthews, who very readily and 
generously agreed to present them to the Museum. 

Both eggs were discovered in the sand-dune area at the 
southern end of Doubtless Bay, seven miles north of Mangonui 
Harbour. The first, an imperfect specimen, was found protruding 
from the vertical bank of a small stream, which here cuts a fairly 
deep bed through the semi-consolidated dune. It was carefully 
removed and no part left in the bank, so it appears that the por¬ 
tion missing from one end had broken away before the egg was 
buried. 

The secQud egg is perfect: it was found by Mr. Matthews 
some weeks later in the sand-dune area itself. This is described 
by Mr. Griffin as comprising a double line of sand-hills near the 
beach, separated by a 30 yard wide depression from another line 
of more consolidated hills. Inland from this is another long 
depression, or shallow valley, 75 yards wide, which leads across 
to the still more consolidated scrub- and grass-covered plain. 

The egg was found in the sandy floor of this second depres¬ 
sion, and was filled with sand which had entered by a small 
opening, no larger than an egg-blowing hole, at one end. Bones 
in vast numbers were scattered over the valley, and included those 
of moa, kaka, gull, shag and other birds, as well as jaws of the 
tuatara. All  that were in a transportable condition at the time 
of Mr. Griffin’s visit were collected by him and brought to 
Auckland. 

Numerous portions of egg shell were among the bones, and 
Mr. Griffin envisaged the possibility of determining male and 
female skeletons from the presence or absence of egg fragments. 
Unfortunately the winds had scattered the bones, and remains 
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of two or more birds occurred in each heap; nevertheless two 
species of moa, and only two, can be identified as occurring in the 
area. 

The imperfect egg (PI. 15) is 12.1 cm. long (approxi¬ 
mately) and 9.73 cm. in diameter, and the shell is 0.9 mm. thick. 
Its surface is slightly decomposed, and is chalky-white in colour, 
with the pits corroded to wide circular depressions, except m one 
small unimpaired area in which they appear as minute punctures, 
as they also appear in one or two places elsewhere where the 
surface is only slightly affected. 

The other egg (PI. 16, 1) is 12.0 cm. long and 9.10 cm. in 
diameter. The small hole mentioned above, occurs on the 
of what was apparently the underside as it lay in the sand. 
Around this edge of the “undersurface” a certain amount of cot- 
rosion has widened the pits, as in the imperfect egg, giving the 
appearance of small craters, a few of which extend to the interior. 
It appears, as might have been expected, that corrosion has been 
most active at the level of the surface of the sand in which the 
egg rested, i.e. where air and moisture would have a combined 
effect, for the central portion of the “under-surface” is hardly 

affected. 

Otherwise the surface of the egg is smooth, shining and 
fresh looking; with the pits appearing as punctures, with, 
here and there, the form of minute slits such as are mentioned 
below as occuring on other shell fragments. It is not possible 
to measure the thickness of its shell the hole being too small for 
the insertion of an instrument, but an examination of its edge 
shows the thickness to be approximately the same as that of the 
imperfect egg. 

The only differences between the two eggs are in the slight 
surface decomposition of the imperfect specimen and its rather 
greater diameter, and I am of the opinion that they should be 
referred to the same species. 

Measurements of the thickness of the other egg-fragments 
collected by Mr. Griffin show that they fall into two groups, one 
with a thickness of 0.5 to 1.0 mm., and the other with a thickness 
of 1.3 to 1.7 mm. Only in the former is there as much curvature 
as will  fit over all portions of the two complete eggs, although 
of course it is possible that the most-curved portions of the 
thicker eggs have not been found. The surface pitting of the 
thin shells (PI. 16, 2) is also finer, comprising minute punctures 
and short fine slits, agreeing with the condition of the unimpaired 
surface of the complete eggs. The thicker fragments (PI. 16, 3) 
have coarser pittings, which show as distinct slits on the un¬ 
decomposed surface, and never as minute circular punctures as 
on the thinner shell. The thinner shell (and the complete eggs) 
have about 50 pits to the square centimetre, the thicker frag¬ 
ments having about 35 per square centimetre. 

Measurements of the leg bones collected show that two 
species of moa are represented in the area, i.e., Cela geranoides 
(Lyd.) and C. curtus (Owen) in approximately equal numbers. 
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from which it would appear that the two eggs and the thinner 
shell-fragments belong to the latter and the thicker fragments 
to the former. I should add that, from time to time, I have 
received bones of Dinorms ingens from this district; but this is 
a rnuch larger bird and the possibility that the eggs belonged to 
it is very remote—moreover none of its bones was recovered 
from this particular “colony.” 

It will  be noted that I have retained the name Cela gcranoides 
for this coastal species, although Oliver (1930, p. 49) has 
referred the Amodeo Bay specimen which I had identified with 
C. geranoides Lyd. (Archey 1927, p. 151) to Emeus exilis (Hutton). 
The type of E. exilis and the Amodeo Bay skeleton are certainly 
similar, but they also agree with A.? geranoides Lydekker (Lydek- 
ker 1891, p. 288), which has six years’ priority over E. exilis. 
I have retained the genus Cela for geranoides and curtiis because 
the proportions of a series of leg bones of both species are inter¬ 
mediate between those of Anomaloptery.i' and Emeus, as given in 
Oliver’s convenient key to genera, and there is also a correspond¬ 
ingly intermediate position in skull-proportions. The latter was 
pointed out by Hutton (1897, p. 554) and is confirmed by a series 
of skulls of C. curtus from Waikaremoana and Doubtless Bay. 

Referring the eggs found by Mr. Matthews to Cela curtus. 
we may then picture a moa of about the bodily bulk of a white 
swan, laying an egg somewhat heavier than a swan’s, or one of 
about the same size as that of the emu; the eggs of Cela geranoides, 
a bird 3 feet high, would appear to have been proportionallv 
larger. 

The following table gives dimensions of the moa eggs now 
known with the species to which some have been tentatively 
referred. 

Locality. 
1 

1 Date. Condition. Museum. 
,! . 
1 Size (Cm.) Species. 

Kaikoura I860 Perfect Rowley 25.3 X 17.8 Dinornis ingens Row- 
ley, p. 244. 

Molyneaux R. 1866 Broken 
1 

Dominion 22.6 X 15.5 

Molyneaux R. 1901 
1 
1 Perfect Tring 20.1 X 13.8 Megalapteryx huttonii. 

Rothschild, p. 200. 
Molyneaux R. 1925 Perfect Otago 20.0 X 13.8 
Molyneaux 1901 Perfect Otago 19.5 X 13.5 Euryapieryx elephanto- 

pus or E. ponder- 
osits. Benham, p. 
151. 

Waingongoro 1847 Broken British 19.0 X 15.0 Emeus crass us. Owen 
p. 320. ̂ 

Doubtless Bay 1900 Imperfect Auckland 12.1 X 9.73 ! Cela curtus. 
Doubtless Bay 1900 Perfect Auckland | 

1 
12.0x9.10 Cela curtus. 

The possibility that the largest egg is that of the largest 
moa, D. maximus, has been suggested by Oliver (1930, p. 32) ; but 
the paucity of remains of this species in comparison with the 
relative abundance of those of D. ingens rather supports Rowley’s 
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original reference of it to the latter. On the other hand the 
Molyneaux River egg in the Dominion Museum might be that of 
D. ingens. 

The other three eggs from the Molyneaux River, i.e., those 
in the Otago Museum and that at Tring, appear to be of the same 
species, and the relative abundance of bird remains suggests 
their reference to a species of Euryapteryx rather than to M. 

huttonii. 

The reference of the Waingongoro egg to E. crassus rests 
upon the size and proportion of the egg itself; and the reference 
of the Doubtless Bay egg to C. curtus is based upon the evidence 
given above. 
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(b) Skeleton of an Australian Pelican found with Moa Bones. 

In July, 1930, Mr. W. H. Gregory, Resident Engineer of the 
Lake Waikaremoana Hydro-electric Station, discovered moa 
remains in some of the deep narrow caves which are a feature of 
the broken slip-country forming the lake barrier; and in the 
following November Mr. F. Crossley Mappin kindly conducted a 
party, which included Sir Garrick Robertson, Mr. A. T. Pycroft 
and the writer, to investigate the area. A thorough search 
resulted in the recovery of a considerable amount of material, 
including six partially to nearly complete moa skeletons. This 
material will  form the subject of a later report. 

In addition to the moa remains, those of smaller birds, such 
as the kiwi and weka, were sometimes found, and also, as purely 
surface deposits, those of black swan and wild pig. 

The black swan was, at the time, considered to be from the 
introduced stock, and is still so considered; but the possibility 
that it might be an extra-limital bird from Australia was 
occasioned serious consideration by a later discovery, by Mr. 
Pycroft, among some buried moa bones of the much decayed and 
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friable bones of a large flying bird, which proves to be the Aus¬ 
tralian Pelican, Pclecanus conspicillafus. 

The cave in which the pelican bones occurred had two 
narrow, partially concealed entrances, w^hich would readily 
entrap a bird. The entrance we negotiated, by the aid of a rope, 
was a steep “slide” through a narrow cleft. It led to a fairly 
lofty cavern some fifty  feet long, at the far end of which, on the 
floor, some partly-buried moa bones were found. 

After these had been secured attention was turned to a steep 
earth slope, formed by material fallen from the end wall of the 
cave. Moa bones protruded from the bottom of the slope, and it 
was while excavating for these that the pelican bones were 
found. They were about 18 inches below the surface, just above 
the moa bones and slightly scattered through the downward 
movements of later accretion to the slope. 

These details are mentioned as bearing on the age of the 
deposit. Our experience in the moa caves generally was that 
the remains were found as far as possible from the entrance to 
the cave, in some cases most inconveniently far down and almost 
inaccessible. Not only had the pelican died in like circumstances, 
but it had also been buried under the apparently steady forward 
fall from the back wall of the cave, and from its position in the 
slope it is inferred that it had become entombed at all events 
nearer to the time of burial of the moa bones than to the present 
time. 

I have had for comparison a skeleton of P. conspicillatus from 
South Australia kindly presented to this museum by the Trustees 
of the Australian Museum, and a skeleton from Goolwa, South 
Australia, kindly sent by the Director of the South Australian 
Museum; in addition the Directors of the Australian Museum 
and the Queensland Museum have been good enough to supply 
dimensions of specimens of P. conspicillatus in their respective 
collections. Table A, below, gives comparative dimensions of 
the bones found at Waikaremoana and those from Australia. 

Table A gives dimensions of P. conspicillatus from Waikare¬ 
moana (N.Z.), Australian Museum (A.M.), South Australian 
Museum (S.A.), and Queensland Museum (Q.M.). 

Note: The column “Q.M. max.” gives the largest dimensions 
found among all the Queensland Museum specimens; otherwise 
the dimensions are those of individual birds. 
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Table A. 

N.Z. A.M. 
1014 

A.M. 
1207 

A.M. 
S.728 

Q.M. 
indiv. 

Q.M. 
max. 

S.A. 
indiv. 

Femur: 
Length mm. 128 118 108 116 98 116 103 
Prox. width 36 32 31 31.5 27.1 
Dist. width 38 33 30 33.4 30 35 29.0 
Mid. diameter .. 16 14 13 14.0 12 14 12.0 

Tibio-tarsus: 
Length 203 178 178 193 176 
Prox. width 37.7 31 31 39.1 30.6 
Dist. width 26.2 26 

1 

22 
1 

23.8 21.4 

Tarso-metatarsus: 
Prox. width 25.0 25 24 22.4 
Dist. width 26.9 27 27 21.5 24.0 21.8 

Humerus: 

1 

Length 357 335 309 334 292 340 303 
Prox. width 59 54 51 57.3 51 60 49 
Dist. width 48 44 39 46.2 40 40.5 
Mid. diameter .. 23 17 18 19.5 16.8 

Ulna: 
1 

Dist. width 25.0 22 21 21.6 

Radius: 
Length 371 345 325 355 320 352 317 
Prox. width 22.5 21 20 22.5 • 14.0 
Dist. width 15.5 14 14 14.7 20.0 

Coracoid: 
Length 145 130 119 

1 
120 143 117 

In addition to the full details, set out in Table A for com¬ 
pleteness of record, two further comparative tables are given 
below; i.e.. Table B, comparing the range of variation, in the more 
important dimensions of the Australian Birds with the 
dimensions of the New Zealand skeleton, and Table C, giving the 
percentage of variation from the mean of each dimension of (a) Aus¬ 
tralian skeletons only, and, (b) the Australian and New Zealand 
taken together. 
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Table B. 

Chief dimensions of New Zealand specimen compared with 
range of variation of Australian. 

1 
Australian. 

1 
New Zealand. 

Femur: Length 
1 

98-118 128 
Mid. diameter 12-15 16 

Tibiotarsus: Length 176-193 203 
Tarso-metatarsus : Dist. width .. 24-27 26.9 
Humerus : Length .. 292-340 357 
Radius: Length 320-355 370 
Coracoid : Length .. 117-143 145 

Table C. 

Percentages of variation about the Mean Dimensions of 
P. conspicillatns and of P. onocrotalus and P. rosens. 

• Australian only. N.Z. & Aust. 

P. conspicillatus 
Femur, length 9.2 13.1 
Tibio-tarsus, length 4.6 6.7 
Tarso-metatarsus, width .. 11.3 11.3 
Radius, length .. .. .. .. 5.6 7.8 
Humerus, length 7.5 4.6 
Coracoid, length 5.2 10.6 

P. onocrotalus (Ogilvie-Grant) 
1 
! 

Culmen, length 4.9 
Wing, length 6.3 
Tarso-metatarsus, length .. 4.6 

P. rosens (Ogilvie-Grant) 
Culmen 18.0 
Wing 5.0 
Tarso-metatarsus .. 10.0 

P. onocrotalus, E. Galicia (Domaniewski) 
Culmen, males .. .. .. .. 25.0 
Culmen, females 10.5 
Wing, males 7.3 
Wing, females 3.3 

P. onocrotalus (Dombrowski, teste 
Domaniewski) 

Wing, males 6.2 
Wing, females 6.47 

P. rosens (Dombrowski, teste Domaniewski) 
Wing, males 8.1 
Wing, females 7.6 
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It will  be noted that I have included in Table C the variation 
percentages of culmen, wing and tarsus of cabinet skins of P. 
onocrotalus and P. roseus, compiled from dimensions given by 
Ogilvie-Grant (1898, p. 465) and Domaniewski (1928, p. 72). 
These, while affording no direct comparison of the variation of 
specific bones of the Australian and Northern Hemisphere forms, 
do indicate the considerable variation which occurs in dimensions 
of pelicans, even, in one case given, in individuals from one 
breeding area (Eastern Galicia; Domaniewski). 

From the above tables it is evident that the Waikaremoana 
specimen is, bone for bone, larger than the Australian skeletons 
examined, and the question of its specific distinction from P. 

conspicillatns, on account of greater size, has had to be considered. 

Mathews (1912, p. 244) separated the West Australian 
pelican, under the name P. c. westralis from P. c. conspicillatus, 

in which he was followed by Mathews and Iredale (1921, pp. 
70-71), who maintained its distinction “on account of its smaller 
size throughout, but no long series are available.” The degree of 
separateness is not, however, indicated by figures. 

The question of variation in pelicans has recently been 
investigated by Domaniewski (1928), who has reviewed the 
status of P. onocrotalus, which ranges from south-eastern Europe 
to Persia and India, and its smaller congener P. roseus, which 
occurs from central Asia to China, wintering in southern Asia 
and Malaysia. 

These had been formerly separated by Ogilvie-Grant (1898) 
on account of the following dimensional differences, the distinc¬ 
tion being maintained by Harteret (1912). 

j 
Total Length. 

j 
Culmen. \'Ving. i 

I 1 
Tarsus. 

P. onocrotalus .. i 185.4 Cm. 43.2 

! 

66.0 to 73.6 i 14 

P. roseus .. ! 157.4 
i 

40.6 63.5 to 70.2 1 
1 

11.5 to 14 

Domaniewski, however, draws attention to the presence in 
certain districts, particularly in the Central Black iSea and 
Caspian Sea areas, of transition-forms; he has also recorded a 
wide range of variation in specimens from one breeding area. He 
also quotes an observation by Dombrowski that the supposedly 
separate species wander together, and supports this with a 
personal observation of the same nature. He concludes that 
there is but one species, exhibiting considerable variation, which 
becomes most marked at either end of the distribution area. 

It may be added that Murphy and Harper (1921, p. 529) 
record variations, from the average dimensions, taken from an 
extensive series of diving petrels, of from 13.6 to 23.6 cm., i.e., 

^ a variation of 27.7 per cent, from the mean. 
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Returning to the Waikaremoana specimen, we find that 
while the difference between it and the largest Australian speci¬ 
men is readily apparent, nevertheless this difference is consider¬ 
ably less than the amount of variation displayed by the quite few 
specimens available for comparison. 

Dimensions from a large series of skeletons would very pro¬ 
bably decrease this disparity. It should also be noted that in 
some dimensions the Australian forms equal the New Zealand. 

In view of the known very considerable range of variation in 
size among pelicans elsewhere, the differences between the New 
Zealand skeleton and the relatively few Australian specimens 
which I have had for comparison are not marked enough to 
warrant the separation of the local form from P. conspicillatus. 

Moreover, male pelicans are generally larger than female, 
and our specimen may be no more than a large male. 

In connection with the large size of the Waikaremoana form 
it may be of interest to refer to the considerably larger Pelecanus 
grandiceps and P. proavus De Vis (1905, pp. 16-17), from Pliocene 
and Early Pleistocene deposits around Lake Eyre. Although the 
material available was limited and fragmentary, de Vis described 
it in certain particulars as “premonitory of modern pelicans,” the 
differences recorded being chiefly in size. If the Pliocene and 
Pleistocene species are to be regarded as ancestral to the modern 
P. conspicillatus, the New Zealand form might be regarded as 
indicating the general diminution in size reached by sub-Recent 
times. 

The Waikaremoana specimen is not the only record of an 
Australian pelican reaching New Zealand, for Duller (1893, p. 61) 
recorded the shooting of a specimen by a Maori on the Wanganui 
River bank about a mile above Hiruharama in 1890. 

The body of the bird was devoured by pigs, but the head and 
neck were taken to Wanganui for identification. 

In conclusion I desire to thank Mr. W. H. Gregory for 
inviting me to investigate the very interesting and extensive 
moa remains which he discovered, and for his keen interest and 
help in exploring the area. I am also much indebted to Mr. 
Mappin for arranging and conducting our expedition, and to his, 
and Sir Garrick Robertson’s and Mr. Pycroft’s assiduous and 
energetic participation in the search we were thereby able to 
make. 
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Plate 15 

Imperfect Moa Egg from Doubtless Bay. 



Plate 16. 

Fig. 1. Perfect Moa Egg from Doubtles.s Bay. 
Fig. 2. Moa Egg shell from Doubtless Bay, 0.75 mm. thick, with about 

50 punctures per sq. cm., X 2.5. 
Fig. 3. Moa egg shell from Doubtless Bay, 1.5 mm. thick, with about 35 

slits per sq. cm., X 2.5. 



Plate 17. 

Comparison of radius (Fig. 1), humerus (Fig. 2), and femur (Fig. .3) of 
specimens of P. conspicillatus from S. Australian Museum—“,S.A. 
indiv.” of Table A—(a), Australian Museum No. S. 728 (b), 
and Waikaremoana, N.Z. (c). 


